The Safe2Tell Wyoming program is offering free supplies to school districts and also seeks participants for a video contest to increase awareness of the program.

Supplies include bookmarks, ID card stickers, folders, coloring books, locker magnets, lanyards, backpack tags, and posters. In order to receive materials or suggest other items, email safe2tellwyoming@wyo.gov or call 307-777-8787. More information on the supplies can be found in a letter from the Safe2Tell Wyoming office, available here.

The video contest is open to teams of students in grades 9-12. Each school can submit one short video on bullying, Safe2Tell Wyoming, or social media responsibility for students. The submission deadline is December 7, 2018. A $500 award will be given to the winning team, as well as $500 for the school. The video contest guidelines and submission information is available here.

For questions, contact the Safe2Tell office at 307-777-8787 or safe2tellwyoming@wyo.gov.